The Closer You Look, the More Beauty You See.
BenQ BL3201PT
32” 4K UHD Monitor

Designed to meet the rising demands for large-sized viewing and ultra-high-definition, the BL3201PT boasts a 32” 4K display built with BenQ’s advanced IPS technology providing professionals in CAD/CAM, animation, video editing and graphic arts ultra-precise color rendition and over 300% working space to enhance their work efficiency and productivity.

100% sRGB with IPS Technology
Every color is delivered with the finest precision in every detail and at every possible viewing angle for a great viewing experience. With a 10-bit panel that renders more than one billion hues, every image is displayed with the richest, liveliest colors.

Multi-Functional Connectivity
Bringing different contents together onto one display effortlessly with 5 USB ports, 3 HDMI ports and 1 DisplayPort for the monitor for full multimedia media support. (*Only the DP port and the miniDP port support 4K@60Hz)

Enhanced Work Efficiency
Achieve the highest work efficiency with minimized eye fatigue.

Picture-in-Picture (PiP) & Picture-by-Picture (PiP) for Added Convenience
Comparing two or more pictures or display drawings from two PCs simultaneously to enhance work efficiency.

Desktop Partition
With the aid of BenQ’s Display Pilot software, all your applications can be displayed at once with your desired proportions to enable better multitasking.

Picture-in-Picture (PiP) & Picture-by-Picture (PiP) for Added Convenience

For Those Who Have
A Keen Eye for Detail and Precision

BenQ Proprietary Eye-Care Features
For utmost eye comfort and reduced symptoms of eye discomfort:

Picture-in-Picture (PiP) & Picture-by-Picture (PiP) for Added Convenience

For utmost eye comfort and reduced symptoms of eye discomfort:

80% SRGB / REC.709

Valuable input from specialists:

Exceptional clarity is delivered to precisely distinguish every line—with the display setting you need.

Crisp-clear details in complex wireframes so you’ll never miss a wire again.
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